Abstract
Introduction

50
We constantly move our eyes to bring objects of interest into the fovea for visual 51 processing. Eye movements, however, present challenges to the visual system. For 52 example, large saccadic eye movements create fast retinal motion that has to be 53 discarded. This is thought to be achieved by a suppression of the magnocellular 54 pathway at the time of saccades (Burr et al., 1994) . Slow, smooth pursuit eye 55 movements also alter visual performance. Object recognition is impaired during 56 smooth pursuit compared to fixation, probably because of the larger instability in 57 pursuit ). Contrast sensitivity for moving stimuli 58 and motion sensitivity opposite to pursuit direction is reduced (Schütz et al., 2007; 59 Turano & Heidenreich, 1999). However, sensitivity to colored stimuli is enhanced Since sensitivity is also increased for high spatial frequency luminance stimuli, it has 63 been hypothesized that smooth pursuit eye movements selectively boost sensory gains 64 in the parvocellular pathway (Schütz et al., 2008) .
65
The present study aimed to measure neural responses in visual cortex directly, 66 using EEG to isolate neural responses induced by the visual stimuli. We specifically way to isolate the visual pathways (Skottun & Skoyles, 2011; Skottun, 2014 Helsinki.
95
Apparatus and Stimuli
96
Stimuli were displayed on a calibrated 120 Hz Samsung SyncMaster 2230R7 were used to analyze EEG data. Signals were first re-referenced to average reference. O2 electrodes. Figure 3C shows the amplitude spectrum. The amplitude at the 190 stimulation frequency (7.5 Hz) for color flickering stimuli is higher during pursuit 191 than during fixation. significant difference between fixation and pursuit, t (24) = 1.15, P = .26 ( Figure 4B ).
208
For colored stimuli, the SSVEP amplitude during pursuit was significantly higher than 209 that during fixation, t (24) = 4.16, P < .001 ( Figure 4C ). The average increase in 210 percentage was 18.8% across 25 observers (95% confidence interval 7.8%-29.9%).
211
This result confirms our hypothesis that smooth pursuit eye movements enhance brain 212 responses to color stimuli, but not to luminance stimuli. shows that the SSVEPs can also be modulated by the execution of eye movements. We thank Pierre-Pascal Forster for his help with EEG data collection. 
